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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

May 19. 1972

Mr. Josei^ R. Lasser
119 Gunman Road
Scaradale. New York 10583

Dear Mr. Lasser:

Thank you for your Inventory of Colonial and Continental
pieces. You are off to a fine start.

I would like to ask two questions with respect to your
Massachusetts 1778 set.

Vould you advise me idiether these are uncirculated, or
whether they are worn. If they are uncirculated, would you give me
the numbers of the bills.

With respect to your South Carolina $4 December 23, 1777,
would you give me the signatures on the bill and also tell me the
condition of that bill.

I am glad you and Mr. Picker got along.

If further Colonials belonging to others come ny way. I
may be able to help you.

Sincerely yours.

EPM/atb ERIC P. NEWM4N NUMlSiaTIC
EDUCATION SOCIETY

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS. CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



JOSEPH R. LASSER

119 CUSHMAN ROAD

SCARSDALE. NEW YORK 10583

May 23, 1972

Mr. Eric P. Newman
Eric P. Newman Numismatic

Education Society

6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis 5, Missouri

Dear Mr. Newman:

Thanks for your letter of May 19th.

The appropriate description of my South

Carolina $4 December 23, 1977 bill is as follows;

the bill is uncirculated, unnumbered, with a single

center fold. It is untrimmed from its original sheet

giving the wide borders on the left and bottom of the

obverse of the note. The text date of December 23,

1977, has been corrected with brown ink to 1776.

There is a single signature - J. Wakefield. The note

was purchased 3/24/71.

The Massachusetts notes are, to my mind,

unquestionably the best pieces in my collection. They
are crisp and imcirculated. Some were purchased
3/24/71, and the remainder 4/28/71. The numbers are
as follows:

2d #57 52 1 s #57 52

3d #57 52 1 s6d #5760
4d #5760 2 s #57 59

6d #57 53 3 s #5761
8d #57 56 4s #5760
9d #5760 4s6d #5747

It's a pleasure to be in touch with you, and I

hope to meet you personally within the reasonably near
future.
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March 2, 1973

Mr. Joe Lasser
Shufro, Rose & Ehrman
63 Wall Street
New York, N. Y. 10005

Dear Joe;

Thank you for your letter and its enclosures.

When I checked the changes in my book, I found
that I already had the detail on the middle-volume sheet.
My notes show that the sheet consists of eight notes, fou
faces and four backs being printed on each side.

I have noted your apparent slash marks and do not
know what the purpose might have been for so many. The
notes were not individually slashed.

I am sorry that your framer trimmed your sheet.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

f

,1
,

f

I

! I

Sincerely

/

ERIC P. NEWMAN

EPN ;m



JOSEPH R. LASSER

119 CUSHMAN ROAD

SCARSDALE. NEW YORK 10583
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August 3, 1973

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser
119 Cushman Road
Scarsdale, Nev; York 10583

Dear Joe:

I just returned from a vacation in New Guinea and am

struggling with my mail. I was delighted to have your note about

getting together, daughter is Mrs. Peter Solomon, 424 Cascade

Road, North Stamford, Connecticut, The next time I come up there

I vd.il look forward to spending some time with you.

We still have an open matter with respect to the stamp

and I haven't forgotten about it.

kindest regards.

Cordially yours.

ERIC P. NEWMAN

PENtjah



JOSEPH R. LASSER

119 CUSHMAN ROAD

SCARSDALE, NEW YORK 10583
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JOSEPH R. LASSER

63 WALL STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10005
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

October 2, 1973

Mr. Joseph Lasser
Shufro, Rose & Ehrman

63 Wall Street

New York, New York 10005

Dear Joe:

I enclosed an $8 Continental 5/20/77 #79006 which is

choice, and which was one you listed as needing. This is for

the stamp you were nice enough to obtain for me. If you prefer,

I would send in its place a $20 Continental 5/10/75, which is

broken through the middle fold (as most are). I want you to be

satisfied and, if you are not, please don't be bashful.

The 1758 Virginia counterfeit on the indictment is

something I would like to own, and what your source wants is very

rough. There are certain problems. The indictment is apparently

•liberated" from the Virginia County records without permission,

and whether one gets any title to the item is questionable.

I am enclosing a 10 Shilling, 1783 North Carolina #430

wliich I can trade for it. The party might think this note is too

poor in condition, but this issue is a very rare bird. Besides, this

note is genuine and his is counterfeit. It was once patched with

colonial sealing wax after being wrecked in circulation. The issue

was redeemed at full value. Try it out on him, using the above data.

Thank you so much for thinking of me to help me make this

exchange.

Cordially,

ERIC P. NK-JMAN

EPNrjah

End.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OE COINS. CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

October 17, 1973

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser
63 Wall Street
Mew York

,
New York 10005

Dear Joe:

In order to make you happy, I am enclosing $7 note of

May 20, 1777, in uncirculated condition with cancellation. These

cancellations are very unusual.

Kindest regards.

Eric P. Nei^man

EPNzjah

Enel

.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



JOSEPH R. LASSER

63 WALL STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10005

October 18, 1973

Mr. Eric Newman
P. O. Box 14020

St. Louis
Missouri 63178

Dear Eric:

I am making further progress in the matter

of the Continental Congress signatures although I am
having difficulty in arranging serial loans of the necessary
journals of the Continental Congress.

I have chatted with our North Carolina friend

concerning the Bill of Indictment, and he would accept

the 1783 note plus a reasonably good example of a 1775

note in exchange for his Bill of Indictment and the attached

counterfeit. He points out, and, I think, properly, that

the counterfeit, as far as we know, is unique and therefore

quite a valuable piece in its own right. He says, in effect,

that he would like to exchange two pieces of numismatica
for two equally valuable pieces of numismatica.

As far as my own trade is concerned, I think

we should determine approximate equivalent values for

the items under discussion and, thus, create an appropriate
basis for our exchange. As you know, I acquired the stamp
you wished to obtain from a friend who is a relatively

prominent collector of American stamps dated prior to 1920.

He also collects stamps on cover and has branched out into

letters, signatures, etc. This is where my association with
him has been quite extensive. I have been able to add to my
paper money holdings through items originally offered to

him, and he has been able to add to his stamps oncover
collection through items shown to me.

The stamp sent to you was acquired at a very
obviously courtesy price of $12 5. 00. Its market value,

I am told, is approximately $400. 00. As a consequence.



- 2 -

Mr. Eric Newraan October 18, 1973

the May 20, 1977, piece that you sent me does not seem

to be a fair trade. It clearly does not have a $400. 00

market value. To my mind, a fair trade would be the

May 20, 1977, note plus a good $20 Franklin -- because

these two notes could conceivably be worth on the order

of $300/350.

Because I value our association and will, no

doubt, continue to wish to work with you on research in

the Colonial currency field in the future, I do not wish to

make the above comments a source of abrasion between us,

but I think, in all fairness, the disparities in the situation

should be pointed out to you -- quite likely because in recent

years you have not had to be as sensitive to prices of less

rare items in the field. Your collection undoubtedly is so

extensive that your only interest now is in the extraordinarily

scarce materials.

Please let us come to a cordial agreement. I

value very highly my contact with you.

JRL/ljg



JOSEPH R. LASSER

63 WALL STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10005

October 29, 1973

Mr. Eric P. Newman
Eric P. Newman Numismatic Education Society

6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63105

Dear Eric:

Enclosed find the cancelled $7 May 20, 1777,

note. I probably was not explicit in describing the

denominations in my collection of the 5/20/77 series.

Unfortunately, I already have a $7 note of this issue and,

therefore, have no interest in a cancelled note. Tangentially

I found the signatures on the note of interest. I have not

been able to find authorizations for either Bain or Sweny
in the Journals of the Continental Congress.

My research in the Journals of the Continental

Congress indicates that the problems faced by this body
in 1777, which required moving the Continental Congress
to Lancaster, Yorktown and Baltimore during the year,
apparently caused upset in the normal currency authorization
and signing procedures. I think if you will check your own
records, that you will find more "unauthorized" signers

than for any other year.

I have done a little struggling with the papers
of the Continental Congress but found the indexing and
identification of papers so weak that I have not been able
to obtain any new information. To the present time I have
narrowed my questionable identification of members of the

Continental Congress do-wn to 1 5 names, and I will try to

complete the remainder as promptly as possible, recognizing
that there is a time element involved. Undoubtedly, you will

wish to recheck and verify my findings. Therefore, I would
like to afford you the greatest period of time possible.
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Mr. Eric Newman October 29, 1973

Of course, I will cooperate in every way possible

to speed up the verification process and will be pleased to

clarify any "fuzzy" areas that you may encouter in my work.

JRL/ljg



JOSEPH R. LASSER

119 CUSHMAN ROAD

SCARSDALE, NEW YORK 10583
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5, Missouri

December 7, 1973

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser

63 Wall Street

New York, New York 10005

Dear Joe:

While you were enjoying the islands I tried to find

a solution to the exchange for the North Carolina gentleman. I

am enclosing a photocopy of a 40 shilling 1785 piece in crisp

condition. I believe this is more than equal in value to the

Virginia piece and its document.

If your friend wants the 1783 piece alsc^ he can send

me something of equivalent value, even if I already have it. I

am sure your friend will be delighted with the opportunity I am

presenting to him and suggest that you submit it to him.

Other matters will be taken up shortly. I hope you had

a great trip.

Sincerely

,

Eric P. Newman

EPNtJah

Enel.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



it:ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMI^IATIG EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5, Missouri

January 7, 1974

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser

63 Wall Street

New York, New York 10005

Dear Joe:

I am enclosing the 40 shilling North Carolina 1785 bill

No. 1087. I am sure your North Carolina friend will be delighted

with it.
,

•

For the open matter between ourselves, I am enclosing a

L20 Note of Continental currency dated May 10, 1775, No. 3361 in

two halves, but mended, and otherwise very fine. I consider this note and

the one you previously got far in excess of value of the stamp

which you obtained from me, but I want you to be happy, and if you
give me some good investment advice or something else, I can recover
the deficiency with extreme promptness.

I had a lovely trip to England and enjoyed the holidays
there.

I have your recent research but have not had a chance to

go over it as yet. I am looking forward to our next telephone
chat.

Sincerely

,

Eric P. Newman

ip.'aomsmmA

rIS*

iution

lib 11 1 L L entitles the Bearer ta (

Value thereof !

or according to the Refo-'

f the <S0<jrg’<^SS6>, held at

cMaj/^ ^775>

. V rv.



North Carolina
SS

Salisbury District

At a Superior Court of Justice held at Salisbury

for the District of Salisbury on the Twuity Second day

of September In the third year of the Reign of our

Sovereign Lord George the third by the Grace of God

of Great Britain France and Ireland King Defender of

the faith and so forth According to the form of the
Act of Assembly Ih Such Cases xoade and provided,
before Maurice Moore Esquire Associate Judge of said

Court

The Jurors for our lord the King upon their Oath present that James
Ward late of the Parish of Saint of Luke In the County of Rowan Labourer,
being a person of Evil Name, fame, and Dishonest Conversation and Devising
and Intending one George Admire, unjustly and injuriously to Deceive
and Defraud on the Seventeenth day of September In the third year of the

Reign of our Sovereign Lord George the third by the grace of God of

Great Britain France and Ireland King and Defender of the faith, and so

forth, at the Parish aforesaid In the County aforesaid one piece of
Printed Paper Counterfeited to the Likeness end Similitude of a Bill of
the current money of the Colony and Dominion of Virginia of the Denomi-
nation of Three Pounds, To wit, of the value of Forty Eight Shillings
Lawful money of Great Britain, Unlawfully Fraududently and Deceitfully
did utter and pass to the said George Admire for and as a good and True
Bill of the Dencnalnatlon and Value of Three Pounds Current money of
the Colony of Virginia aforesaid. To wit, of the value of Forty Eight
Shillings Lawful Money of Great Britain as aforesaid. He the said James
Ward then and there and there well knowing the said Bill so as aforesaid
by him so uttered and Passed to have been false and counterfeit to the
Great Damage and deceit of him the said George Admire and against the
Peace of our Sovereign Lord the King his Crown and Dignity

Rlch'd. Henderson Atty. Dom Reglo

True Bill signed by Nath'l. Almond (?)
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

Janxiary 29 » 1974

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser
Shufro, Rose & Ehrman
63 Wall Street

New York, New York 10005

Dear Joe:

I am enclosing photocopies of ray old detail as to

signatures. The check marks following the names of signers

indicate they were in a collection and the "OK" Indicates they

were seen. There are mistakes galore.

My suggestion is that we should definitely tie the

signatures into the issues by placing a code of the Issues under

the signature. The code must be short because several designations

must be listed under a signature in some instances. We have a

choice of M75, N75, F76, etc. We could leave a space in between
the letter and the year or put a dash in between. We could write
May 75, Nov 75, Feb 76, etc., if there is room. I would appreciate

your thoughts. This will give your card index a great workout.

Sincerely,

Eric P. Newman

EPNrjah

Ends.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

March 26 , 1974

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser

Shufro, Rose & Ehrtnan

63 Wall Street

New York, New York 10005

Dear Joe:

It was a delight to have you visit even though things

V7ere hectic to say the least. I believe v/e accomplished much and

made working together a tautually beneficial project. I am enclosing

a copy of the Goodspeed invoice ^Thlch you may pay directly to them.

The book is a bargain as you will find it contains an original piece

of Pvhode Island currency. It is on its way to you.

On the Sunday when you left we not only went up the Arch,

saw two movies, visited the river boats, went to a hamburger joint

and a Dairy Queen and then to the Ice Capades, but did not miss

getting ice cream all over the car, french fried potatoes in my

pockets, etc.

Come back again any time and keep pouring in the informa-

tion. I promise no more snow in the summertime.

Cordially,

Eric P. Newman

EPN:jah

Enel.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



Goodspeed’s
BOOK SHOP, INC.

SOLD
TO

(^TU^t/ti/uj tiiatsa

Boston MASSACHUSETTS
18 HKACON S rilKK I

No. 011947
DATE

3/18/74

SHIP TO

* Mr. Eric P. Newman
Edison Brothers Stores, Inc.

Post Office Box 14020
400 Washington Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63178

TERMS: NET, NO CASH DISCOUNT



JOSEPH R. LASSER

63 WALL STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10005



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

April 9, 1974

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser
Shufro, Rose & Ehrman
63 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

Dear Joe:

Thank you for the black light for which check is enclosed,

I cannot find the broad side in which you indicate two
fictitious names (J. Duncan and R. Davis) are used on counterfeits.
I have two such broad sides and neither has what you reported.
Can you get me a photocopy of what you found?

I am enclosing an item of interest.

Kindest regards,

Eric F. Newman

EPNrjah

Ends

.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC nR]FrT<;
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From the desk of Joseph r. lasser
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Dear Eric,

You are about to see why I haven’t typed a letter to you in

the past. My typing is abominable.

The enclosed photos represent most of my findings at Green-

field Village earlier this month. I have noted on the backs of each photo

the approoriate explanation of why the photo was taken. Needless to say,

the Continental Tax Requisition note of October 11, 17S7 and the "Counter-

feit" Continental of 1780 are the most fascinating items to me.

Both the Emmet and Cohen collections consider the 1780 note to

be counterfeit, but my inspection of these notes leads m- to another possible

answer: Are they proofs of an issue that was under consideration but never

officially authorized ? The notes are typeset, on good quality, but not

mica, paper. The reverse, as you see, has much simpler engraving treatment

than the Continental Issues, but it is still a professional job. I regret

that I was not able to photograph the full reverse. It is pasted i in the

album. Fundamentally, I am not satisfied with the counterfeit theory be

cause it would seem totally foolish to produce a counterfeit that in no way

was similar to a genuine issue. Possibly the R.Lenmore and G. Boyd signatures

could provide some sort of a lead, but I’ve had no success along this line

of thought thus far.

I failed to take a picture of one additional signature, that of

Thomas Ropers , which appeared on two Charleston, 1786 10 shilling notes,

rhe number on one note was illegible and the other was #112.

The photos are in three groups; each one is a separate roll of

film. If they are kept in their present order. I’ll be able to find their

comparable negatives in a hurry, so that if you want any of the negatives

for use in the forthcoming edition. I’ll be able to produce them for you

with a minimum of effort.

Bill Distin, the Assistant to the President of Greenfield Vill-'

was most pleasant and cordial, plus being extremely cooperative. He was kind

enough to break up his day to take Ruth and me to lunch — and he even in-

vited his wife, Helen, to lunch so that the two wives could carry on a "female

conversation while he and I chatted about the Cohen Collection. As a gesture^



I
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I left a handwritten , Hudson Valley, New York promissry note dated March 19,1776

to add to the Village's holdings. It seemed only right in view of Distin's

cooperation.

You have intrigued me sufficiently with counter! eits as Dick

Picker also has, that I have "lines out" so that interesting'wi!T®be shown

to me. Last week I picked up an indictment of a William Stafford , Salisbury

District of Noth Carolina for counterfeiting a fc 2 1771 North Carolina note,

specifically setting forth the counterfeit as #4290. You do not list this

denomination among the December, 1771 counterfeits, so I guess none have

turned up. Idon’t know what should be done about including this data in the

group of "known" counterfeits.

Only one yore item before I close. I am well aware that I did not

complete the job at Greenfield Village. I have not gone through the Cohen

Collection material for Connecticut, New York and Pennsylvania, I just didn't

have the time, however, I will try to get out there within the next two months

and finish it properly.

Best Regards ~



From the desk of Joseph r. lasser
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JOSEPH R. LASSER

63 WALL STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10005

May 29, 1974

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63105

Dear Eric:

I received your note of 5/23 this morning,
and I am able to confirm that additional research
indicates the following in the North Carolina Colonial
Papers & Records, Volume 10, pg. 533-534, Monday
April 22, 1776, "Resolved that Colonel William Haywood
(misspelled), Mr. John Webb, Mr. William Williams
and Mr. David Sumner be commissioners for the purpose
of signing the bills of credit". This data, of course,
confirms your finding that the 4/2/76 North Carolina
issue was signed by David Sumner.

In addition. Volume XVII - pg. 415-416
Wednesday, December 28, 1785, "Voted Griffith

Rutherford and James Gillispie, Esquire superintendents
of the press for printing the paper currency and John Hunt
and Absalom Tatom signers" --I'm quite happy with this
clarification because I was not satisfied with the attribution
of a Sanborn as you listed. Enclosed find an enlarged
photograph which shows the signature quite clearly --

now that I know the name.

Concerning the New Hampshire 4/3/42 note
re -dated 1744, I would tend to say L although I would not
stake my life on it.

The Harmer Rooke sale last night was absolutely
amazing. Enormous premiums are being paid for quality
without knowledge or regard for rarity. As an example,
a Maryland 1/1/1767 2/3$ unc. sold for $180. By contrast,
an $8 of the same series very fine back mended sold for
$21. Even more interesting, I was able to buy a Pennsylvania
3/1/69 1-1/2 pound note f/ef at $140.
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Mr. Eric P. Newman May 29, 1974

Don't ask me what's happening. From a rational

viewpoint, it seems to me obviously a case of speculative fever.



JOSEPH R. LASSER

63 WALL STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10005

June 5, 1974

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63105

Dear Eric:

Enclosed find two Harmer Rooke

catalogs as promised last week. You will also

find two Polaroids:

Maryland 6/28/80 $5 - T. John Low, Jr. ,
a

signature not recorded on page 120.

Virginia 3/1/81 $1,000 T. Webb (last signature

not B. Webb).

I also have just seen C. C. $6 7/22/76

No. 12614 signed -- very clearly^J. Salter, not J.

Salter as set forth on page 45. A Polaroid or xerox

was not available, but I am certain that Salter is

correct.

Nothing more at the moment.

Best regards.
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JOSEPH R. LASSER

63 WALL STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10005

August 15, 1974

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63105

Dear Eric:

While you, Dick and the rest of the ANA are

enjoying your party, I'm struggling in New York with a

sick economy and stock market. Only your recent kindness

and the diversion provided by numismania lighten the day.

Thanks ever so much for the Pennsylvania 2s6d piece. You
are so kind, and 1 am so pleased.

The Vlack material comes from the Biographical

Directory of the American Congress. He has undertaken

what I consider to be a "first cut" and has left a portion of

the difficult investigatory process to you. For my own purposes,

I have covered the same ground as Vlack but have gone further --

and have answers to almost all of the questions, but now 1 am
caught on the horns of a dilemma.

I had hoped, some time in the reasonably near future,

to assemble a relatively extensive series of vignettes in book
form of Continental and Colonial currency signers. Apparently,
Bob Vlack is headed in the same direction. It seems that my
library and research have been more extensive than Vlack'

s

and I, therefore, am reluctant to "open the door to all comers".
You, undoubtedly, have wrestled with the same problem, so I

would like to hear from you what you would recommend as an
appropriate course of action. I certainly need some guidance.

I'll try to get a picture of the R. I^^Trom the people at

Worcester if at all possible. Possibly there will be a few free
moments today so that I will be able to call them and try to make
the arrangements.
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Mr. Eric P. Newman August 15, 1974

I’m going up to the Connecticut Historical Society

tomorrow and. should have some additional data for you upon

my return. Once again, thanks for the Pennsylvania note.

C(orc ally.

P. S. I was amazed at the orderliness of thy filing methods

when I undertook to answer the Vlack questions. It took only

10-15 minutes. I must be doing something right.



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

August 21, 1974

Mr. Joseph R. Lesser
63 Wall Street
New York, N. Y. 10005

Dear Joe:

Ify advice to you with respect to your idea for an extensive series of
vignettes with respect to currency signers is to proceed and do it. You must not
worry about somebody else trying to do the same thing. Bob Vlack is certainly
in no hiurry to undertake the project as 1 see it.

To give you an example of a similar problem I can relate ray experience with
respect to "As Phony As a $3 Bill" after I submitted it to The Numismatist and
they were trying to determine when to publish it. I told Gene Messier that I

was not using his picture of the back of the $3 United States note and that 1
had been furnished both the face and back by the government. He promptly went
to the government to get the picture and wrote his article up without advising
me until five days ago that it was going to be published in COINAGE. He found
out when it was going to be published in The NuMsmatlst and told me he had
arranged for it to be published in COINAGE the next month. I haven't seen his
article but with a less decent person it might have been published before my
article. As a general precautionary matter I had pressed The Numismatist
to publish my article much earlier than they otherwise would have. I told them
if they wanted to come in second, a delay was the best way I knew of doing it.
I never dreamed how right I was.

Nevertheless, don't rush through an item just to get it published.

Thanks for your continual letters and I hope you can soon furnish the Con-
tinental signers list with those authorized or actually signing, or both.

There is a problem as to how to list the signers and show authorizations and
actual signing. There could be an authorization of several dates and signing
evidence of a portion of those. Think of some method of distinguishing the signals
for"authorized to sign" - "actually signed". Perhaps a single asterisk (*) for
actually signing, an asterisk and a number sign for authorized and signed,
and a nus^er sign only (#) for signed without formal authorization. Each date would
have to be followed by thos« signals. How does that strike you?

Kindest regards,

EPN/atb Sincerely yours,

ERIC P. NEUMAN

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



JOSEPH R. LASSER

63 WALL STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10005

August 27, 1974

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63105

Dear Eric:

Enclosed find photos of the notes I saw at

the Bank of New York. The 5/20/77 C. C. note clearly

shows the name is Calister,not McAlister. All of the

notes are exact size. I hope you can use the photos.

I should be getting photos resulting from my
Connecticut Historical Society visit relatively shortly

and will forward them to you as soon as I have them in

hand. It was great chatting with you yesterday and telling

you about the North Carolina notes, however, I was in error

concerning the denomination of the May 28, 1757 resolution

note. It is a five pound bill, not a one pound bill.

I also probably have failed to tell you that I

have seen a North Carolina April 4, 1748 six shilling piece

which carries a fleur de lis vignette. The two shilling six

pence note of the same series carries a crown with a rose.

P. S. The enclosed photos of the May 28, 1757 issue just

came in, and here they are for your delectation. Inspection
of the notes indicates that the type is quite different. The
badly printed note employs italics for Proclamation Money
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Mr. Eric Newman August 27, 1974

and on line 2 uses per Centum rather than per Cent. In

line 5 Public Treasury is printed normally on one bill and

in italics on the other. The word Assembly on line 6 is in

full capitals in one and in shortened capitals on the 2nd bill.

I hope that I can get permission from the attorneys to repair

the bills so that we can get better pictures -- but at the

moment it is a wrestling match. I have not been able to

determine why the signature Richard Taylor N. J. is penned

on the better note.



From the desk of Joseph r. lasser
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

November 7 ,
1974

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser

Shufro, Rose & Ehrman

63 Wall Street

Nev7 York, NY 10005

Dear Joe:

The Bank of New York summary is excellent and will straighten

out many of the matters which presented themselves. There is one thing

I must ask you to explain. You state that Paper Notes were issued in

1786 and were authorized by an act of the New York Legislature on

April 18, 1786. It so happens that the New York Legislature authorized

paper money on April 18, 1786, and I am wondering if there is a separate

act relating to the Bank of New York. I am afraid there might be some

confusion. The New York laws of 1786 may be much handier to you or a

la\^yer friend than they are to me, but I think this should be checked

as it is very important. If the source of your data indicates that

the issue is in conformity to the law of April 18, 1786, it is merely

indicating that the denominations are on the same basis as the New York

issues rather than that the bank's issues were authorized by the New

York legislature. Perhaps the exact language which is in the banlc's

records would clear this up. Would your friend at the bank get the

exact language so that we can clear this up as I very much doubt there

would be any legislative authorization for the bank's issues.

Kindest regards.

Eric P. Newman

EPNtjah

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OE COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5, Missouri

May 14, 1975

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser
Cyrus J. Lawrence, Inc.

115 Broadway
New York, NY 10006

Dear Joe;

It is a pleasure to include in the bibliography for
Continental Currency the article published in the May Numismatist.
I forget the name of the author, but he must have labored hard and
long on the detail and he must have enjoyed it. Welcome home.

I have been too involved to write or call you, but will catch
up in due course. I just wanted to get in my congratulations on your
literary numismatics.

I have mounds to tell you, but you must have much more to
tell me.

My very best

,

Eric P. Newman

EPNrjah

P.S. How did Joseph Wilson sign his name? J Wilson or Jos. Wilson,
or both?

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

September 8, 1975

I4r. Joseph R. Lasser
Cyrus J. Lax^rence, Inc.

115 Broadway
New York, NY 10006

Dear Joe:

I feel that I must tell you that your New York note of
November 1, 1709 for 11 ounces, Number 679, is from the New York
Historical Society collection according to try records.

Your New York note dated July 20, 1711 for 40 shillings.
Number 1664, is also from the New York Historical Society collection
according to ny records. Did they sell these notes?

I will give you further detail if you wish.

Sincerely yours.

Eric P. Newman

EPNrjah

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
TFiROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS
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From the desk of JOSEPH R. LASSER



JOSEPH R. LASSER

119 CUSHMAN ROAD
SCARSDALE, NEW YORK 10583



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

October 1, 1975

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser
Cyrus J, Lawrence, Inc,

115 Broadway
New York, NY 10006

Dear Joe:

You are such a nice guy I am enclosing a L3 Virginia 1773 #62/
6165 with the signature of Peyton Randolph.

If you are going to worry about its value being too far beyond
the N.C. $1/16, then you get ulcers instead of me ^rorrying how I can
balance with you.

Please let me have your autograph so I can trade it to someone.

EPN:jah

End.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

October 1, 1975

CERTIFIED MAIL #114228

Mr. Joseph R. Lesser
Cyrus J. Lawrence, Inc.

115 Broadway
New York, NY 10006

Dear Joe:

For the Exhibition at Federal Hall in New York for the balance of
1975, I am pleased to enclose $5 New York bill of credit dated March 5, 1776,
#454 in uncirculated condition. I understand you will insure it, and I look
forward to its return when it has served its purpose. We are glad to be of
service.

Sinc^ely,

Eric P. Newman

EPNtjah

Enel.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

October 7, 1975

Mr, Joseph R. Lesser
Cyrus J. Lawrence, Inc.

115 Broadway
New York, NY 10006

Dear Joe:

I will be on vacation when the big sale hits. Here are tny

top limits on ray bids at the October 18, 1975 sale. I don't expect
to buy anything, but perhaps the enthusiasm will be tempered in the
bidding. I hope these don't interfere with you.

Lot

135 NH 1775 40 S $ 110.00
171 NJ 1781 6d 115.00
174 NY 1711 L8 1,150.00
225 NC 1748 58 85.00
226 NC 1748 66 50.00
227 NC 1748 766d 120.00
236 NC 1754 4d 350.00
237 NC 1754 4d 360.00
239 NC 1754 8d 375.00
259 NC 1760 6d 60.00
266 NC 1761 4d 40.00
268 NC 1761 2/6 110.00
333 NC 1703 40 S 125.00
393 PA 1783 $2 1,550.00

Please bid for me. Thanks.

Sincerely,

Eric P. Newman

EPNrjah

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

Febniary 12, 1976

CERTIFIED

Ifr, Joseph R. Lasser

Cyrus J. Lawrence, Inc.

115 Broadway
New York, NY 10006

Dear Joe:

Thank you very much for the 40 Shilling Connecticut 1762.

It will be used in the book as an illustration. It is returned here-

with.

The back of the January 26, 1776 New Hampshire $5, #758, is

on the wrong kind of paper. It is my notion that after the face was

printed the paper split. The back might have also been printed and

split off. In any event, the new back is pasted on and does not show

the same wear or have the same thickness as the face. The bill, in

my opinion, is therefore a patched bill and was not officially patched.

I do not consider it a printing error.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Eric P. Newman

EPNijah

Enel.

)

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5, Missouri

March 11, 1976

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser

Cyrus J. Lawrence, Inc.

115 Broadway
New York, NY 10006

Dear Joe:

Again, many thanks for the books on printing. They are so

full of information, I have to sip them and not drink them.

I have added Mr. McHenry again - poor guy, he has had a rough

time getting recognition. A print of a note he signed would be good to

have in vay file.

Your article was fun to read. It throws me as to your source

of the 12 Continental Currency signers who were alleged to be members

of the Continental Congress. Who wrote that? I never set up a paper

tiget and knock it down, so please tell me who is the dragon you are

attacking? The only listing of members of the Continental Congress I

know of is in the Numismatist for March and April, 1962. This was a

reprint of an article written by Joseph E. Fields and Harley Freeman

for the Spring 1959 publication of Manuscripts entitled "For The Ldive

of Money". In that article they only list 7 signers, one of which you

find is erroneous. That does not include the three additional signers

tirtiich you have located. I have not checked the letter Vlack sent which

I believe I sent you a copy of, but it would not be fair to use that as

it v?as never checked or published. Will you return the article to me

after you have made appropriate changes. I have made a number of other

suggestions which are obvious.

I hope I have been helpful.

Sincerely,

Eric P. Newman

EPN:jah

Ends.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OE COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS
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JOSEPH R. lASSER
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March 15, 1975
119 Cushman Rd.

Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

Dear Barbara,

Please excuse the informality, I’m a miserable typist and so I try to
economize in every way in order to hold errors to a minimum Now
you know the secret. My daughter-in-law typed the manuscript you re-
ceived last week.

I’m glad that you feel the article is acceptable and I hope it is a
small contribution to the literature of the field. Eric Newman has
been most cooperative. He already has sent me a proposed series of
corrections and I am willing to accept all of them either because
the changes improve the readability or the accuracy of the article.

In addition to the suggested changes as set forth .on the accompanying
xerox, kindly alter the copy in two places — in order to make it
absolutely clear tliat I do not hold any previous author, dealer or
any other numimatist responsible for the errors that have crept into
the identification of signatures.

Page 1, Final Paragraph, 1st Sentence should be changed to read—
’’Not surprisingly, there are instances where the numismatic fraternity
has erred in identifying the signers of bills an^,-by repetition,
the inaccuracies have become accepted as fact."

et seq
Page 3. First Paragraph, 2nd sentence/should be changed to read —

UD,

"The ’names’ of twelve members of the Continental Congress are found
on Continental Currency, however, review of authenticated signatures
on documents reveals that only nine Delegates actually signed bills.
Other luncertaihties? also lare evident. Six signers, or"

continue, starting on line five.

Cnee again, in order to speW up the communications process, I
Jpy of this le\ter to Eric along with the manuscript
corrected, so obat you and Eric can consult easily

Cof'^TSlly,

\ / Joe msser

M / _



FGirbsrs ot* tbs Goiit insntsl Con^^rsss

Who Signed Continental Currency
hy

Joseph R. Lasser

’t of the charisma of collecting Continental and Colonial

iurrency stems from tJae^signatures^ <m bills. Auto-

tUAtny^ .... .

graphs of^signers of 'the Declaration of Independence cons d i^urion

and other major^documents are foiind^ plus governors, generals, mer-

chants, ministers, farmers, and, of course, many Tories. An extra-

o 2;>!T vride range of personalities affixed their names uo uiiese

"bits of history."

It was, however, not until the publication of Early Paper Roney

)f America by Eric^Newman in that a truly comprehensive vioj^of

the scope encompassed by oarer money of the colonial periocl became

surailablel thereby making possible meaningful efforts to idenclfy

fne host of sisners.

:&€r -o-f forrae y ljy/
'aT-uepticd .AdGn

Tf~;* 'hrfbdS(:iU^h!j "rbsre'aTWr h&'s~Tr*rTe'a’-i"ed"^a;t -

jrf i ogrtions. aTt ii'.
A, . 1 - n -

m| i
^||1 errors sterTfnon the long honored

custom of passing both a given name and a surname from one gener.atlon



to another. host often nanes are passed from father to son, leading

to the use of senior (Sr.) and junior (Jr.) , tut if a son drops tne

identification "Jr." upon the death of his father, job of-

accurate attribution can become a problem for a researcher tv/o

hundred years later. The possibility of confusion becomes more

pronounced if neither father nor son has used the suffix "Gr." or

"Jr." and a more exotic tv/ist is added xfnen Identical names are

carried by an uncle and nephew or two cousins,

cn ^
On occasion, a. name may skip sseme—^han one generation, with a

child being named in honor of an ancestor. The inventor, Thomas

Edison, bore the name of an ancestral uncle, a minor functionary/ on

the staff of the Continental Congress, 5y plea and petition, the

first Thomas ndison secured the freedom: of his imprisoned aged Tory

uncle, a±±Tjw±ng- - the- oldr'iman to end his days in peace, and a later

generation^ w4oh -ed tc acknowledge^ its gratitude.

Some identification puzzles do not stem from family genealogies.

Common surnames such as Smith, the tise of amanuenses to sign minor

documents, signatures employing only initials rather than full given

names and archaic and illegible handv/riting are some of the addition

obstacles

,
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In microcosm, uhe Continental Currency series illustrates the

difficulties encountered in numismatic signature identification.

I I

I ITT""

n

I

Continental

rv-

continental Curren 5yr=*^^ of authenticated

sJ.«na-tOT-^-on documents .-’ho^^rv -T'ereals- that on-ly-'n

f

SfK
c signers, or

^ p’urported signers, have the same given name and surname of other

the P.e.70lutionary period and a •sT.jLii-^Bidaaa

eJXKA.y'*^ ^

the identifyica-

tion of "Senior" or "Junior." By comparing signatures on documents

with those on Continental Currency, it has -oeen possible to come to

:he following conclusions

f
Qj: l\rt' I A/ ' AJt

IDEK r IFI OATIOe^rOfc-fitf^ cowiiKlfAlTfll. Co/06ee55 UnrUtf .C:

JOKE BiiYAHD

lignature on
Document

photo I

Signature on
Currency

photo

C.C. ISSUES SIGESD ; 5/10/1775 ,
11/29/75

DOCUMENT SIGEATUHE SOURCE ; a 7/d/73 letter to pastor David KcCleur

REASONS FOR KISIDEyTIFICATION ; Although it was early in our national

history, the Bayard family x-ras widely dispersed by the time of the

American Revolution. The first members of the family came to the

I
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Colonies with Peter Stuyvesant, who had married ^ Judith Bayard.

A centurj’- later, there were Bayards in Pennsylvania, Dela.ware ,
Mary-

land, and New York.

John Bayard vras born in Bohemia Manor, Maryland, and as a youth

settled in Philadelphia. He apparently was a cousin of the Lieutenant-

Colonel John Bayard, a Tory Nevr Yorker who joined the British Army.

^e also was an uncle of James Ashton Bayard, vj'ho became a Representa—

tive and Senator from Delaware, and great-uncle of Janes Ashton

Bayard, Jr., who also became a Senator from Delaware in I85I.

BICGmiPKY ; (8/11/1733 to 1/7/1807) A member of the Continental

Congress 1785-87, John Bayard xms a leading merchant of the city of

Philadelphia. Early in the Revolution, he joined the Sons of Liberty,

and was a member of the Pernsylvania General Assembly 1776-1779

and 1784, serving several terms as Speaker. During the Revolutionarj'-

Nar, Bayard was Colonel of the Second Regiment of Philadelphia Volun-

teers, participating in the battles of Brandywine ,
Germantown, and

Princeton, He m.oved to New Brunswick, New Jersey, in 1735, and becam.e

Mayor of that city in 1790; a few years later he was appointed to his

final public office, Presiding Judge of the Court of Common Flea.s of

Somerset County.
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Signature on
Document

Signature on
Currency

GLDINING BEDFORD . JH .
photo 54^? photo

C.G. ISSUES SIGNED ; 9/26/1778

DOCUT’lENT SIGNATURE SODRCS; a letter 12/17/1804 to his daughter

rlenrietta g

REASONS FOR laSIDSNTIPIGATION t Gunning Bedford, Senior, vras a cousin

of ir Gunning Bedford ,’ Junior . Bedford, Sr., also was prominent in

ourir early history, as a delegate to the Continental Congress in 1786

and 1787, and Governor of Delaware in 1796.

EIOGRArHY; (1747-3/30/1812) Ilember of Continental Congress 1783-

1785 . A Philadelphian, Gunning Bedford, Jr., graduated from Princeton

in 1771 ,
and shortly thereafter commenced legal practice in

Dover, Delavrare. During the War, for a short time he vras an aide-de-

camp to George Washington. He v/as elected to the Continental Congress

in 1733 , and vras a. delegate to the Federal Constitutional Convention

in 1787 ,
signing the resulting docum^ent. A Presidential Elector in

I 7 S9 ,
and again in 1793 »

4e ultimately became the United States Judge

for the District of Delav;are on 9/26/89i u post v/hich he held until

his death.
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Signature on
Docuinent

DANI2L CAHROL] photo

Signature on
Currency

photo

G.G. ISSUES SIGNED I 2/17/17?6 fractionals
, 11/2/76, 2/2c/77

DCCUMShT SIGIIAT'UHE SOUHGS; letter. 12/2/77 relating to vrar and ship

movements

REASONS FOR r'ISIDSNTIFIGATION ; A Marylander, Daniel Carroll had

several cousins, including Charles "Barrister " Carroll, and Charles

Carroll of Carrollton. The latter was a signer of the Declaration

of Independence.

BIC'G-EAPHY ; ( 7/22/l730“5/7/l796 ) Member of the Continental Congress

17S0-84, Daniel Carroll also vras a signer of both the Articles of

Confederation in 1731, and the Constitution in 1787 . Appointed a

member of the Commission to establish the District of Columbia and

the Federal City by President Washington in 1791, he not only gave

T,
his time and talents to the task, but also arranged to permit a

portion of his farm to become part of the site of the present city

of Washington, D.G.

1— *1. V-/ x-A 0 1 *

tss SIGNED!

Signature on
Document

pho'co ^7
11 /29/75 , 2/17/76 , 5/9/76

Signature on
Currency

:hoto
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SOUHCS: in a letter 2/3/1787, Clarlcson. ae

Connissloner of the Pennsylvania Lottery, aslcs the legislature when

hs can proceed. witVi the drawing, *

POP rlSIDEKTIFICATIOK: .mother Matthew Clarkson, a New

Yorker, -cecas^e President of the Bank of New York in 1804. Signatures

of the two nen are sonewhat similar. Matthew Clarkson, the Phila-

delphian. however, died in 1800. ellnlnatlns the posslhlllty that

the t'wo men are the sane, even though, clearly, they were re-at-d.

Both of the Matthew Clarksons who lived during the lata -XHinis q<ilte

prooa-oly were descendants of the Katthew Clarkson who was Secretary

of the Province of Hew York 1695-1703

•

BIOGRAPHY !
(V17/33-10/5/1SOO) Elected to the Continental Congress

in 1785, Hr. Clarkson did not accompany the other Pennsylvania dele-

gates to ::ew York, and does not seem to have served in the Congress, al-

' though he.accepted the responsibility of acting as a member of the

Philadelphia Board of Aldermen in 1789 »
ai^^d. Kayor of Pniladelphla

from 1792 to 1796.

j C3 llPH GAF,.D}» mH

Signature on
Document

photo

Signature on
Currency

photo

C.C ISSUES SIGNED; 9/26/78, l/lV79
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DOCUI-IEICT SIGNATURE SOURCE ; a letter dated 5/29/1781, asking David

Hittenhouse to pay Thomas Kevill 'A 200 for the repair of the Pennsyl-

vania Statehouse,

Rs^sci:

BIOGPJIFHY: (1752-1794) Member of the Continental Congress in 1784

and 1785 , Mr. Gardner was educated as a physician, but during the

Revolution raised a company of volunteers in 1778, and commanded the

Fourth Battalion of Militia from Chester County, Pennsylvania. He

was a member of the Supreme Executive Council of the Stats in I 789 ,

and, following his term as a member of the Continental Congress, he

returned to medicine in Philadelphia 1785--1792, thereafter moving to

Elkton, Maryland, and continuing his medical practice until his death.

Signature on Signature on
Document

_
Currency

SAMUEL MEREDITH photo^ jf
photo

j

C. C. ISSUES SIGHED; 5/10/75

DOCUKEMT SIGNATURE SOURCE; a letter 4/12/91, in which Hr. Meredith

asks the Court to achieve a settlement on a suit on land that he and

his partners have purchased.

\

Hone,
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^jqqP^PPY; ( 1 ~2/1 O/l 8l 7 )
Ksnibsjf of Gontin6At?3.1. CongiTGSS in x787

and 1788 ,
Keredith had an extensive career as a military and civil

servant. in the early history of the United States, Initially a

merchant, Samuel Keredith served in the Revolutionary V/ar, succes-

sively as I’ajor, Lieutenant-Colonel ,
and flna.lly Brigadier General,

winning the last appointment for "gallant service in the Battles of

Brandy*wine and Germanto^'m. " Ke was twice a memoer of ^the Pennsylvania

Colonial Assembly, a surveyor of the Port of Philadelphia, and the

first United States Treasurer, serving from 9/11/17^9 until 12/1/1801,

following which he retired to his home in Uayne County, Pennsj’'lvania.

Signature on
Docur.ent

vSignature on
Currency

rOUATHAB B. SKITH photo photo ^

C.G. ISSUES SIGUED ; 5/10/75 »
11/29/75 . 2/17/76, 5/9/76, 7/22/76

DOCUKSIiT SIGUATUP.S SOURCB ; a letter 12/19/1777 to another military

man; hr. Smith tells of the arrival of arms from Prance, including

43 cannon, 19 mortars, etc.

BIOGRAPHY: (2/21/1 742-6/1 6/1812 )
Jelegate to the Continental Congress

in 1777 and 1773, I'.r, Smith vras part of the Philadelphia gentry. Ke
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enjoj'sd an English education, was graduated from Princeton College

in 1760, and married Suzannah Bayard -- thereafter adopting Bayard

as his middle name. In addition to oeing a delegate to the Contin-

e'l^ tal Congress ,
his public service consisted of the secretaryship of

the Philadelphia Committee of Safety in 1775-77, Justice of the

Court of Common Pleas_ in 1778, Philadelphia alderman 17>'2—9d, and

Auditor-General of Perinsylvania in 179^^'* Ke also vras ^ significant

figure in the field of education. One of the founders of the Univer-

sity of the State of Pennsylvania^ in .1779^I''-9^edith served as trustee

of the successor University of Pennsylvania follov'Ting its formation

in 1791 until his death in 1812.

Signature 01

DociJiment

Signature on
Currency

JOHU UILLIAIu photo CH photo

C.C. ISSUES SIGNED; 2/17/76, 9/26/78, l/lV79

DOCUMENT SIGITATUHE SC'UHCE; a letter, 12/3/75, from Boonsborough ,
to

Joseph Nartin, asking Governor r^artin to approve to Colonel Hart’s

use of the Valley of Boonsborough for food.

IONS FOR NISIDENTIFICATION ; John Williams, a North Carolinian,

was a member of the Continental Congress, but Jonathan VUlliams, a
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nephew of Benjamin Franklin, conceivably also could have been a signer

of Continental Currency. Jonathan ITilllans ,
however, went to France

as secretary to Benjanin Franklin in 1770 and did not return to the

United States •until 1785*

BIOGRAPHY; (3/14/1731-10/10/1799) Kember of the Continental Congress

1778 and 1779 , John Williams vms born in Hanover County, Virginia,

and at the age of l4 moved to Granville County, North Carolina with

his parents. He x^as an attorney, one of the fo'unders of the Univer-

sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and a delegate to the Provin-

cial Congress of North Carolina in 1775. Hr. Williams ’was a member

of the State House of Commons in 1777 and 1778, and served as its

Speaker, Following his service in the Continental Congress, he

became Justice of the Supreme Court of North Carolina from 1779

until his death in the fall of 1799 .

Signaxure on
Document

Signature on
Currency

photo

ilmanuens is C . C

photo

Joseph V/ilson C . C

photo ^
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C.C. ISSU3S GIG:ISD ; Vi 1/7 8. 1/1V79

DOGUI’SNT S IGKATURE S PURGE ; a letter 7/25/76, asking Gongress to

COEoensate kajor Butler for his services in the Indian Department,

REASONS FOR KISIDEDTIFIGATIO?^ ; The signature of James VJilson has

caused the greatest controversy among all of the autographs in the

Gontinental Gurrency series. The Wilson signature not only is rare,

but it is of special Interest because he is the only signer of both

the Declaration of Independence and the Gonstitution who also signed

Gontinental Gurrency.

The genuine James Wilson signatures on documents or currency have

two very prominent characteristics. The letter "J" in James is

Witten in a manner that closely approximates a script capital letter

"I"; the top of the letter "J" is rounded; it does not come to a

sharp peak, and the lower loop is almost nonexistent. The "W" in

'Jilson is angular, and the two downstrokes employed in creating trie

base of the letter "W" come to sharp points; in addition, the final

upstroke used to complete the letter "W" often is very long and

swings over the ”s" in 'Jilson.

A final, but not necessarily conclusive characteristic, is that
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Mr. vaison either signed his full name, James, or used the abbrevia-

tion, "Jas.”, on all the Continental Currency bills that the author

has seen. It may be that, James Wilson bills exist which carry only

the initial "J" ,
but none has come to the author’s attention.

Some 1/1^/1779 Continental Currency has been signed by a Jas,

Wilson, but, barring a better explanation, it appears tha.t the prominent

James Wi Is on ^employed an amanuensis to sign some Continental Currency.

The handvnriting on the amanuensis bills is much more ro'unded and far

less angular than any genuine signature.

The signature "J. V/ilson" also appeanrs on 4/117^ and 9/26/78 '

Continental Currency emissions. These bills ’were signed by Joseph

Wilson, who ’was appointed by the Continental Congress on 8/14/78. The

"J. Wilson" (Joseph Wilson) signatures are distinctive in that the

iop of the letter "J" comes to a peak, and the lower loop of the "J"

is consistently quite large, and very often the tx'ro letters, "J" and

"W", are formed without lifting the pen, thereby clearly distinguishing

this signature from^ames V/ilson''^^^

BIOGRAPHY ; (9/1^1742-8/28/93) F.ember of the Continental Congress

17^irl776, 1782^ 1783 , and 1785-87

1

James Wilson emigrated to the

United States from Scotland in I765, initially living in Hew York City.



In 1766, he moved to Philadelphia, where he became a tutor at the

Collece Oi^ Philadelphia. Following the study of law, he was admitted

to the bar In I767. Active in pre-Revolutionary movements, hr, /iilson

was elected Colonel of the Fourth Battalion of Associators in 1775 ,

and became Advocate-General for France in America, guiding that

country's earliesu legec^al relationships with the United Colonies, Ke

also was a Erigadier-Genera.1 of tne Sta-te hllitla, a &lgner ox the

Declaration of Independence ,
and a delegate to the convention which

devised the Federal Constitution. In addition, Wilson was responsible

for outlining the first financial system of the United States in I78O,

and was Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court from 173

to 1798. An extraordinarily capable attorney, he also enjoyed the

distinction of becoming the first professor of law in the University

of Pennsylvania in 1791 •

dOtEB^C/
CAo^- / D Fy\J'r/B/BD ^

JOHW HOWARD

signature on
Document

photo

Signatimre on
Currency

photo

C.C. ISSUES SIGNED: 2/17/76, 5/9/76, 7/22/76, Vll/78



1 ^-

DOGUX] ::.:7 SIGIxATURB source; a social letter 4/22/85 to General Gates.

REASONS FOR KIS IDSMT I?ICATION ; General John Eager Hovrard, a L.ary-

lander, was a distinguished soldier and civil servant, participating

in the Battles of Brandywine, White Plains, Germantown, etc. He also

was the Govygj’nor of i'iaryland from 1789 until 1792 1
and a U.o, Senator,

1796-1303.

The signature comparison illustrated aoove c3-early sho’vs thau tne

John Howard who signed Continental Currency vzas not General John

Eager Howard. The distinguishing features of the autograph of the

Continental Currency signer are the boxlike loops employed to start

both the letters "J" and "H" ,
s.nd an additional, very distinctive

characteristic is that the final "d" of Howard always has the upper

loop ending in an horizontal flourish rather than descending verti-

cally. The Continental Currency signer John Hovrard at times affixed

his signature as "J. Hovfard," and in a number of instances his signa-

ture appears to be much more vertical than the example illustrated,

but all of the "J. Howard" or "John Howard" signatures are variations

vrritten by the same man at different times.

Signature on
Document

Signature on
Currency

J . nm-ir. photo^ phoco
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£_._C ._IS3US3 S IGNi’.D ; 5/20/77

DCCUMZNT SIGNATUZS SOUH^^; a request 3/29/17B7, in which Mr. Kean,

in his role as Consissioner of the Treasury of the Staoe of oouun

Carolina, asks Kr. Peter Bocquet to pay Alexander Chisholm,

REASONS FOR MIGIDSKTIFICATION ; John Kean, a South Carolinian, was

a member of the Continental Congress in 1785-B7» and was appointed

by President Washington to become Cashier of the Bank of tne United
•*»

States in Philadelphia. He remained at the Bank from the date of

its organization until his death on 5/V1795*

The two illustrated signatures show very clear distinctions.

John Kean, the Cashier, formed the first letter of his surname in

a very conventional vray. Although elaborate, the leit side of tne

letter "K" was formed by t’/;o flourishes and a dovnristroke , and the

right side of the letter "K" x-^as formed with a single stroke descending

downward, looping, and then continuing downward to complete the

letter. By contrast, J. Kean (and vre do not know his first name)

formed the ”J" and all of the left side plus the top of the right

side of the letter "K" with a single stroke of the pen. He com.pleted

the letter "K" by placing his pen at the center of the preceding up-

stroke and sv/inging dov/nnward to complete the right lovrer leg of the
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K"; then he simply continued the remainder of his signature vrithout

lifting his pen,

Signature on
Document

Signature on
Currency

THCFJiS SKITH photo ^ ^ oho to

C.G. ISSUES SIG-N2D ; 12/11/75. 3/9/76

DQGUMSXT SIGNATUHZ SOUEGE ; Congressman Smith's acknowledgement that

he has received his pay from Congress as of 2/7/1782.

REASONS FOR FISIDENTIFICATION ; There were at least tvro Thomas Smiths

in Philadelphia during the Revolutionary period, Thomas Smith, the

Continental Currency signer, never was a member of the Continental

Congress, but he did play an active role in the financial aspects of

the Revolutionary period. He v.-as Commissioner of the Loan Office of

the Continental Congress for the Colony of Pennsylvania; he counter-

signed many of the loan certificates signed by Francis Hopkinson as

Treasurer of Loans for the United States, and he also countersigned

a number of the Pennsylvania David Rittenhouse notes of the early

1780s, The Historical Society of Pennsylvania also has been able to

determine that this Thoms Smith was a brother of Jonathan Bayard Smith

Thomas Smith, the member of Continental Congress from 1780-82,



was an emigree to the United States fror> Cruden, Scotland, iln attor

ney, he held both military and civil posts from 1773 until his

death in I 8 O 9 .

The Thomas Smith signatures show marked differences. "Thomas",

the member of the Continental Congress, formed the initial "T" of

his first name quite angularly, and did not show an almost "J"-like

script lower loop, as did "Commissioner" Thomas Smith. By contrast,
>

Congressional member Thomas Smith began the letter "S" in his surnam

in a conventional slanting upw3,rd stroke to form the first loop of

the "S"; while "Commissioner" Smith either allovied his pen to flow

immediately into the formation of the letter "S" if he had employed

the initial "T" rather than his full name in X'?rlting his signature,

or, alternatively, he formed a relatively small top loop to the "S"

in Smith, creating almost an "L"-like initial configuration. In

addition, "Commissioner" Thomas Smith rarely crossed his "t"s,

while Congressional member Smith customarily did so.

Although extensive research has been undertaken to assemble the

data and reach the conclusions that have been set forth in this



article, it

19

is possible that'^
IQJ

aarQ-ar j omina-iroir^r-^nil/or err^^^s.. I\o

rrjLrisratist , nor historian, as yet, can be certain that all of the

XtoQ,
signers of Continental Currency have been iiound- and identified. On

^ n -u^ Ti 1^ *1 T
April 21, 1777» upon ^s ' inminent departure Stotl Philadelphia

le&p^ Kr . Kichael Hillegas , the then-

Treasurer of the United States, x-ras given the authority to appoint

and certify signers of Continental Currency. Congress did not ^^eaaeume

to appoint currency signers until August 8, 1773, after

its return to Philadelphia. In the interim, hr. Hillegas apparently

(Ji
appointed at le^t men to sign currency, tut dlillegas^^ records

have been lost and no one has a definitive list of these signers.

It is possible, although only remotely so, that Mr, Hillegas gave

the pouer to one or more members of the Continental Congress to sign

Continental Currency, and some timie in the future, a collector may

find a previously undiscovered signature of a member of Continental

Congress on Continental Currency''.



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5 ,
Missouri

April 16, 1976

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Lasser
119 Cushman Road
Scarsdale, New York 10583

Dear Joe and Ruth:

I enjoyed the deliciousness of Jimmy's La Grange and the
company of you and Ruth so much, I reconunend you changing the
dinner to customer entertainment.

It was great meeting Ruth.

On my way along 42nd Street, after leaving you, I was
offered six other invitations, but I handed out Lasser for President
cards in return.

Thanks again.

Sincerely,

Eric P. Newman

EPN:jah

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OE COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis 5, Missouri

June 10, 1976

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser

Cyrus J. Lawrence, Inc.

115 Broadway
New York, NY 10006

Dear Joe:

Thank you so much for taking care of me at the two auctions.

If you end up with any prices realized I*d like copies or xeroxes of

them.

There is due you from me:

$1,055.00 - from Pine Tree
377.50 - from Harmer Rooke

$1,432.50 - Total

Checks to cover are enclosed. I appreciate your motive as

to the 1784 broadside but I cannot enjoy it without paying. You can

give me advice but not treats like that.

Please don't get hooked on coins. It is a very dangerous
disease. It spreads. It is debilitating and canbreakupahappyhome.

The ten Continentals you are interested in are enclosed.
Give me your best offer and I'll submit it to the ovmer. It is a lady

professor.

The pink $30 and the Wilson signature are returned. Glad
you are in the pink now.

Pty best thanks for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Eric P.- Newman

EPN;jah

Ends.

A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION
THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION

OF COINS, CURRENCY AND HISTORIC OBJECTS
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